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INTRODUCTION

The Lipizzaner horse, as one of the oldest and most famous horse breeds in Europe. Originated as a result of a

long and systematic selection. State-owned stud, primarily considering the breeding of elite genetic material of

the Lipizzaner breed, are a national asset and heritage. The aim of this work was to detect and correct errors in

the studbook. The goal is also to categorize the detected errors into groups according to the impact on the

quality of the studbook.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The five mare families was analyzed (Janja, Pliva, Lipa, Sitnica and Sutjeska). The pedigree information of the

animals currently living on the stud were used for each mare families. A total of 21 animals was analyzed. The

main source of data was the stud book from stud Vucijak. The others book, as data sorces, are used:

• Foals register from stud Vucijak (from 1946 until today)

• Lipizzan state book of state-owned stud Lipik (2010-2015)

• Lipizzan state book of state-owned stud Djakovo (1855-1997).

RESULTS 

All errors were categorized into 5 groups:

1. Errors caoused due to seasonal calculatiom of the year (incorrectly entered foaling year)

2. Errors in the ID (incorrectly written indetification number at the time of purchase)

3. Errors in Roman numerals of animals

4. Lack of data on the place and time of birth

5. Transcription errors

The results showed that the most common errors in keeping the studbook are the lack of information about the 

place of birth of some ancestors which are brought to the stud.

CONCLUSIONS

Correction of studbook is a prerequisite for the membership of the stud Vucijak in a Lipizzan International

Federation (LIF). Work on corrections should continue for another mare families as well as line sires. Any mistake

in keeping the stud books can caused more or less long-term consequences. If these are technical errors, then

they do not have a direct impact on the quality of the futher selection work. However, if errors made in the correct

marking of animals, as well as errors in the accurancy of data on her ancestors back to five generations, then

such errors have a hug impact of the quality of selelction works.

Correction of studbook is a prerequisite for the membership of the stud Vucijak in a Lipizzan International

Federation (LIF). Work on corrections should continue for another mare families as well as line sires.
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